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2019 Yankee Beemers Officer Election Ballot  

Nov 18 2018  9:00 AM 

Willowbrook Restaurant 

16 Hastings Street Mendon, MA 

Position Candidate Write In  

President Duncan Cooper  

Vice President John Van Hook   

Secretary Karl Renneker   

Treasurer Jim Sanders  
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President:   Ken Springhetti 
Vice President: Duncan B Cooper 

Secretary:  Karl Renneker 
Treasurer: Jim Sanders 

 
Forum: Gary Nelson 

Publisher: Dana Lewis 
Editor: Dwight Nevins 

YB Store Manager: Catfish Rich Roy 
 

Board of Directors: 
Duncan Cooper, Bill Cusack, John Gamel 

Steve Martin, Todd Truex, Dan Walton 
Rally Chairs 

Pemi River: Eric Kugler, John Shields, Duncan Cooper. 
Jamaica Fall Campout: Bill Cusack and Jim Sanders 

Holiday Party: Bill Cusack 

 

 

Clean those Skeletons out of your closets before Halloween ! 
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Duncan Cooper    

Candidate for YB President 

I am officially putting my name in the hat to be your President, 
 

Formality aside, I am riding as I write this 

 
 

There is a saying Ken S. coined this weekend while I am in Acadia Na-
tional Park. “Four more Beers”.  This saying is how many of the great 
ideas of the YB have been developed. This is what I like about the YB, 
we are an action club. It is my hope as your President; I can carry on 
the great work of the past illustrious YB Presidents. 
 

My style developed by carrying a few presidents’ panniers is so 
speak quietly, and ask for assistance. The absolute last thing I will do 
is to tell the club what to do, but be assured, when asked to make a 
decision; it will be done through the consensus of the BOD. I have 
learned the treasure we have in native knowledge the club has. I 
hope to use it to perpetuate the club.  JVH in his position statement 
clearly outlines in his position statement; 
 

“Have you done your fair share to help perpetuate the club? Only you 
can answer that question. If you answer no, I would encourage you to 
make at least one commitment per riding season to own a task/event in 
the YB’s. That can be as simple  as working a shift at the registration 
table, or more expansively chair a rally. Don’t be afraid, it is only a mo-
torcycle club. If you do it wrong no one gets hurt ... it is all in good fun.” 
  

What I will be at President is me. What I will not be as President is 
someone else. I will roll up my shirtsleeves, work hard and have fun. 
What I will not do is make drastic changes w/- a BOD approval. 
  

Keep the rubber down, 
  

Duncan H. Cooper 

 

   Let it rip!   
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Above  

BMWRA National 

Wellsboro PA  

 

 

 

Pemi River  

RallyMaster  
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Karl Renneker   
Candidate for YB Secretary 

 

  
It’s election time again!  I’m pleased to seek another term as your dutiful 
secretary.  How many terms is this?  I don’t know.  Ask the treasurer - he 
counts things.  Not me.  I am just responsible for paperwork.  In case 
you have ever wondered what the secretary does in addition to writing 
occasional Boxer Shorts articles, it’s actually rather important.  

My most important duty is filing an annual report with the Massachusetts 
Secretary of State.  Additionally, I renew our charters with the 
BMWMOA, BMWRA and AMA.  As an officer, I consider myself a face of 
the club.  Whenever I am attending a motorcycle event, or run across 
another motorcyclist, it is my duty to represent and promote the 
club.  I’m not just another guy with a motorcycle.  I enjoy wearing YB 
shirts, handing out business cards, leaving business cards on random 
bikes, and talking up the camaraderie of our great club.  

I have made the club Instragram @yankeebeemers my pet project.  The 
propaganda machine broadcasts the club to the outside world.  I post 
pictures of our campouts, monthly meetings, pictures from the road, 
glamour shots of beautiful BMWs (and other motorcycles.)  My goal is to 
raise awareness of the club in the broader motorcycle community and to 
attract new members.  

Recently a BMW rider from Germany contacted me on Instagram.  He 
enjoyed following our club and asked if he could join as an honorary, 
long distance member.  Of course!  We now have a full-fledged member 
living in Munich, Germany.  Welcome Axel Heltzel.  Please send us 
some beer.  

Yankee Beemers.  We ride far, fast, and frequently.  All like-minded rid-
ers are welcome.   
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Above  

CITYSIDE  

 

 

 

Karl likes  

BOTH kinds 

of riding  

 

 

 

 

Right 

Countryside 
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Jon Van Hook   
Candidate for YB Vice President 

 

I am officially putting my name in the hat to be your ‘president of 
vices’ once more. 
“Let’s go riding! “ 

 

The Yankee Beemers is a wicked cool collection of awesome and 
interesting people that regularly do ‘the stuff I want to do’. Ride to - 
camp - to ride. It is a volunteer-based organization which will fail if 
members don’t step up and, you know, volunteer. So, I am volun-
teering to be VP. 
 

Personally, I have absolutely no desire to tell anyone what/when/
where/how to do anything. And wont. I simple want to do my fair 
share to help perpetuate an organization whose existence I en-
joy and appreciate.  I would ask each of you to reflect on that 
statement. Have you done your fair share to help perpetuate the 
club? Only you can answer that question. If you answer no, I would 
encourage you to make at least one commitment per riding season 
to own a task/event in the YB’s. That can be as simple as working a 
shift at the registration table, or more expansively chair a rally. Don’t 
be afraid, it is only a motorcycle club. If you do it wrong no one gets 
hurt … it is all in good fun. 
 

For my run as VP I intend to support Duncan in keeping things the 
same where that makes sense. If it is working, leave it alone. If 
something is not working (for example an event where we are losing 
money or dropping attendance) we will collectively (administrators 
in collaboration with BOD) work on modifications to fix the problem. 
 

See y’all at the campfire! 
Cheers, 

John Van Hook 
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Prez Sez  
Ken Springhetti 

 
 

 
 
 

Greetings YB Nation! 
 
Two words --->  PETER PATRON 
 
Thanks to everyone who came out ot the YB Jamaica Campout.  
WHAT A WEEKEND! Holy sheep dip what a fantastic month Sep-
tember has been. Whether you were eating mussels in Narragansett 
with the Rhode Island boys, or chowing down corn and sausages 
with Marc Macrae, listening to Bill Mearns and Patrick Stephan sere-
nade you by the moonlight. We’ve been livin large at the Green 
Mountain Rally with Eric Rossier, Dan Walton, Muriel, Ted and the 
Green Mountain gang… YB’s were checking out old bikes at Larz 
Anderson, Rippin it up in the woods with Paul Provost, runnin road 
races with Wolo, and ripping up the dirt roads with Renneker… what 
a month it was! 
 
Did I mention PETER PATRON!... cuz in case I forgot… can I get a 
HELL YEAH! 
 
Ok… so.. Steve 
Martin.. We’re 
glad to hear you 
are on the mend 
from your quad-
ruple bypass sur-
gery. Soon you’ll 
be dancing the 
night away at the 
YB Holiday party. 
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Coming up Columbus Day weekend our friends Doug Mo and  MAX 
BMW are running Wheels On The Field in Chester Vermont. Doug is an 
old pro running awesome rally rides and we’re looking forward to a great 
weekend in Vermont. Registration is at MAX BMW’s website. 
 

Our next meeting at the Willowbrook is on Sunday October 21st. Dana’s 
Goulds Sugar House ride is the following week on the 28th. Phil Foster is 
putting the Hound Butt Ride to the NYC Motorcycle show together and it 
will be Saturday December 1st. 
 

Thanks to everyone who made all the September events happen. There 
is a lot going on. All the planners behind the scenes work very hard to 
bring Gathering of the Clams, The Green Mountain Rally, The Purity 
Springs Rally, the MOA Getaway, the Snapping Turtle Rally, Wheels on 
the Field, The Tug Hill Turnout. The Airhead clubs campout in Vermont. 
No matter which campfire you are singing at, we’re glad you came! 
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I’ve been having a great time checking out some of the dirt roads in Ver-
mont between Mt Tabor and Weston. If you are looking for an alternative 
to the crowded route 100 foliage track, look at Google Maps and put in 
Mt Tabor ot Weston. There is a great paved twisty road followed by a 
long stretch through the forest, and then onto some great well graded 
dirt roads. There are mountain views, riverside riding and lots of photo 
ops. Have a full tank of gas. 
 

Thanks to everyone who fed me at Jamaica. Bill Mcgovern, Marc Mcrae, 
Peter Patron, Todd Truex.Thanks to Bill Cusack and Jim Sanders for 
running it again. Thanks to everyone who brought guitars and sang and 
led rides. Fall in Vermont is my favorite place to be and the YB’s know 
how to do it right. There are bigger campouts. There are higher thread 
count events. 

There are steaks and lobsters and doughboys, but there ain’t nothing 
like camping with your buddies in Vermont after a day in the twisties. 
Enjoy the crisp autumn air, see ya on the road 

-Ken 
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     Adventures in Maintenance - 

 The Continuing Saga 
   B-Rad Barrus  

Cars are a necessary evil.  I'd rather be riding on my motor scooter with wind 

blasting through my helmet than to sit in a little cocoon, isolated from the hot/

cold/wet/noisy experiences encountered on two wheels.  Yes; cars are evil but 

they're necessary. 

And so it is the time when I have to replace my hand-me-down 1998 Infiniti I30 

(aka Nissan Maxima) with a new Kia Soul.  The I30 has 205,000+ miles on the 

clock; 185,000 of them driven by Lisa and I did 20,000 during the past nine 

years.  It's getting long in the tooth.  The Kia (rhymes with Korea) is an efficient 

little box car for use on those days when the roads are icy or the weather is oth-

erwise miserable.   

Lisa quickly found a buyer for our old car and secured a deposit.  It's been sit-

ting out in the driveway for a week (the Soul having taken its parking spot inside 

the garage) pending completion of its sale and delivery to a new owner.  It goes 

with a full tank of gas because I refueled it back in early April when the motorcy-

cle season was well underway.  

 

I've already joined an online group of Soul mates to earn about the care and 

feeding of my new hamster ride.  Being a student of best maintenance prac-

tices, I appreciate that engine oil filters are standardized across the Hyundai/Kia 

model lineup.   A lifetime supply (qty of 4) of OEM oil filters is listed on Craigslist 

for a great price.  

They're located far from 

my south shore town 

but I'm on a Summer 

vacation and it gives 

me an excuse to take 

my 250cc scooter for a 

blast down the highway 

(it's a fast motor 

scooter) toward 

Worcester.   
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 With my jacket and helmet on, I raised the garage door to roll out the scooter as 

that I30 looks jealously at me...  What the hell, I figure it's probably less risky to 

negotiate I-495 during rush hour from a car.  It's the safe, conservative thing to 

do.  Besides; it has a full tank of gas.  What could go wrong? 

I-495 is a very fast highway.  I'm doing 70 mph in the passing lane and cars are 

blowing past me in the middle lane; blaring their angry horns.  The I30's V-6 is 

so refined and vibration-free.  It handles the turn-off to I-95 south without excite-

ment. 

Everything slows down on I-95 south.  I prepare to turn off on I-295 toward 

Blackstone valley.  There's a faint smell of anti-freeze wafting through the air 

vents.  It must be coming from one of the cars ahead of me in the stop-and-go 

traffic.   

That faint smell increases dramatically as a steam plume erupts from the radia-

tor grill.  The engine temperature gage quickly climbs upscale as I process the 

event and begin looking for a  highway exit.  The breakdown lane is clear and 

offers the chance to speed up toward the next exit which I take.  There's a ser-

vice station at the end of the off ramp.   

Mindful of the I30 engine's aluminum cylinder heads, I'm concerned about blow-

ing a head gasket due to overheating.  Once parked and out of the car, a puddle 

of green coolant is forming beneath the radiator.   This really sucks.  The service 

station mechanic makes an inspection and confirms a failed radiator.  Damn.  

Two days away from the sale closure and this jealous I30 has exacted its sweet 

revenge from me!   I should have taken the scooter. 
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ONLINE  

or by  

US MAIL  

I tell the mechanic that I'm probably 50 miles from home.  He'll give me sev-

eral plastic gallon containers for the road and recommends loosening the 

radiator cap a bit to reduce its operating pressure and lower the coolant leak-

age rate.  I stuffed five pellets of leak-repair sealant into the filler neck, 

topped it up with water and stored four additional gallons in the trunk.  After a 

brief consideration to press onward toward Worcester, I made another con-

servative decision to return home.   

The adventure continued on the highway as steam streamed out from the 

grill while I maintained 50 mph in the far right-hand lane; emergency flashers 

on.  After 5 miles on I-95 north, I pulled off the highway into a rest area and 

added a gallon of water to the radiator.  It was splashing out from the bottom 

of the radiator at an alarming rate.  I'm calculating how many gallons of water 

I'll need to go another 45 miles.  Not a good feeling.  Need more water. 

My next stop is on I-495 south.  The engine temperature gage goes upscale 

while I'm travelling down the off ramp.  Waited too long.  The building in an 

industrial park has a nice green lawn which offers the potential to find some 

water there.   

The engine is really hot and boiling sounds are heard while I'm adding water.  

I figure that I'll start the engine to allow any bubbles to vent.  Bad decision as 

the pumped water displaces a very large steam bubble out through the filler 

neck.  Old Faithful Geyser blows loudly out the filler neck along with those 

five pellets of dissolved leak-repair sealant (wood flour) which now coat most 

surfaces in the engine compartment.  At least the building did have a water 

spigot.   

The next water stop was at the weigh 

station near Middleboro.  Less water 

was needed to top it off.  Maybe the 

leak-repair sealant is slowing the 

leakage rate.  I'm feeling hopeful.   At 

the Middleboro rotary, it's still main-

taining engine temperature control 

and not so much water added.   
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I phone Lisa and understate that the I30 has developed a coolant leak.  The 

local car repair shop mechanic tells me he can't replace the radiator until 

next week.  Another shop gives me the same story.  This adventure is going 

to delay or possibly break the deal with the car's buyer.  Bad vibes.  

Lisa calls back.  She's sourcing a radiator and someone to install it.  Her 

landscaping business has a lot of trucks which get serviced at the local car 

repair shop.  She calls in a favor.  The mechanic is willing to stay late and 

work overtime to install a new radiator which she's found at a local auto 

parts store.  All I have to do is fetch the part and drop off the car.  He's the 

same mechanic who earlier told me that it would be next week before he'd 

have time to do the install.  Lisa periodically brings home-baked goods and 

beer to this shop to get her landscaping trucks fixed fast.  It's helpful to be 

married to a former auto repair shop service manager.  You'd be amazed at 

what people will do for cookies.   

Back home in my garage, I'm waiting for the I30 to be fixed.  I decide to 

complete some needed preventive maintenance on my motor scooter in-

cluding an oil change, gear drive oil change and engine coolant replace-

ment.  It's easy do-it-myself  work.  No cookies required.  I love this scooter.  

Cars?  They're a necessary evil. 
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Editors View   

Bike Swapping   ( Moto-Swingers )  

 .  . 

  Wife Swapping always sounded pretty extreme and kinda creepy. 

It also broke a few of the Ten Commandments , And what if your 

wife didn’t wanna swap back ?   So Probably NOT for me . 

But BIKE swapping ?  Sounds innocent enough, right ? 

Here: take my Goldwing for a month and I’ll try your ST13 for an 

EXTENDED test ride. See how we feel in November ?  

Maybe it will turn into an LTR , Maybe we’ll go our separate ways. 

 

I am always interested in sampling something different. The fellas 

at my favorite Honda dealer are willing to let you take a substantial 

test ride on their most popular new bikes , and ALL of their used 

ones.  They have a nice 30 minute loop they suggest, which  

includes Hiway , some fast 2 laners , as well as a little intown  

traffic. Most recently I tried the 2018 GL1800 ( I had to pull over to 

figure out where the directional switch was )  Too Much Technol-

ogy for me , I LOVED their Grom, but my 250lbs on 125cc is pretty 

minimal, The 1000cc Vstrom that was priced RIGHT but didn’t 

really feel much different than my 10 year old DL650, I’ll save the 

10k $ 

 

I DID bite the bullet on a few used bikes from these guys , a 

K1100RS that had been growing roots in the corner of the lot. It 

caught my attention on the hiway portion of the ride , WOW 

100MPH ? This thing feels GREAT (turns out the speedo was 

about 15 mph optimistic) but when Spring turned to Summer, traf-

fic slowed to a KRAWL  I found out why they call them K BURN-

ERS , The heat coming offa that aluminum tank fried my eggs ! 
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I bought the ‘03 GL1800 I currently own from them , I was tired of the is-

sues with my K12 LT’s  , and I thought to myself  “it’s a HONDA , so I 

won’t have any problems , I told Mark to put a  “SOLD ” sign on it.    

A few months later as I rolled powerlessly to a stop by the side of RT128 , 

I DID have a problem. A wiring issue by the previous owner was at fault  

Not Honda’s design. If I had ridden both of these bikes for a more ex-

tended period, these problems may have shown themselves to me. 

 

I’d recently considered a Moto Swap with two of my buddies: 

Kevin’s ST13 for my Goldwing —  

His wife Eileen (Much like mine) LOVES the seating on a goldwing  

And that GL1800 feels quite a bit heavier since my Achilles injury, 

the ST1300 is almost 200 lbs lighter, HAS an adjustable windscreen  

and is well farkeled , I took a 50 mile ride with him last weekend , and I 

liked it, but Babs had a slightly hard time dismounting. We’ll see what 

happens with that MOTO SWAP plan ??? 

 

I’d talked to Ken Strubel Sr about another  MOTO SWAP too 

His Black and White Texas RT-P for my R100S ,  

I’d run into a few electrical gremlins that jumped from the starter system to 

some of the lights, so I was at a low point with old Pinky.  

I had LOVED my old 2000 RT-P , but I  had sent that one off to Medina 

Ohio years ago, She was Gone but not forgotten. Ken called me last night 

to see where we were with that deal ?  I had just gotten back home after 

the weekend with the ST13 , 

But I had to tell him I was 

putting it on ICE for now,  

Maybe see what blooms in 

the spring ????     

 

      MOTO SWINGING ! .      
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ONLINE  

or by  

US MAIL  

YB’s represented at Madawaska Four Corners Park  

Our Motorcycle clubs name is now  

ETCHED IN STONE at the worlds only 

park dedicated to Long Distance motor-

cycle riding. Thanks to our own Bill 

Cusack for spearheading the effort to 

make this happen . 

 

Even if you’re NOT travelling  on to 

Blaine WA—San Ysidro CA —Key West 

FL  Madawaska  would make an IDEAL 

DESTINATION for a tour.I 

Now  IF ONLY we knew someone local ? 
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http://www.madawaskafourcorners.org/ 
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If you haven’t 

joined yet for 

2018 …… 

 

     Please  

RENEW NOW   ONLINE  

ONLINE   

OR BY 

US MAIL-
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   2018 Yankee Beemers Calendar  

                                     As Found on the official YB page   

  http://www.yankeebeemers.org/events.html 
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